
 “All Over” exploits technologies such as Voice Over Internet Protocol and collaborative social media to join composer Joe Pignato 
and author Ivan Robertson with musicians around the world for a live collaborative performance event. The performance will feature 
contributions from musicians at multiple sites in the United States, Canada, Europe, Israel, and New Zealand. Remote participants will 
join the performance via SKYPE video conferencing software.

In creating “All Over,” the composer seeks to explore the disintegration and reintegration of human interactions as mitigated by 
technological channels such as distributed computing, social media, and telecommunications. Human beings spend inordinate amounts 
of time, intellectual ability, and financial resources to develop tools that extend our abilities to connect with one another. Despite the 
incredible array of personal communications media available to us, our lives seem less connected and increasingly untethered as we 
accept, maybe even confuse, extensions of human connectedness for connectedness itself.

Robertson’s work provides a loose allegory for the themes explored in the piece. His writing often evokes the ephemeral nature of 
human interaction with rich imagery and compelling sentiment. The characters in “Lost Indian,*” the text featured in “All Over,” try 
desperately to connect to one another, to family and friends, to a sense of place, and to times gone by. Despite their best efforts, the 
characters fall short, ultimately drifting apart, going separate ways, and feeling cheated.

Pignato and Robertson will premiere the piece October 14, 2011 at 3:30 PM on the campus of the College at Oneonta in Fine Arts Center 
room M201. Robertson will present his narrative as spoken-word via SKYPE from Dublin, Ireland. The narrative will be accompanied by 
original music composed by Pignato, live music improvised by atom3, featuring Pignato, Dr. Orlando Legname, (SUNY Oneonta) and 
Mr. Paul Geluso (New York University), and audio and projected video of soloists distributed around the world including:

1. Mr. Martin Loyato (SUNY Stonybrook) an Argentinean composer, musician, improviser, poet, and visual artist in New York. 

2. Dr. Scott Miller (St. Cloud University), a SUNY Oneonta alumnus, composer, electronic musician, and improviser in Saint 
Paul, Minnesota. 

3. Dr. Bill Colangelo (NW Vista College), a composer, musician, and improviser in Helotes, Texas. 

4. Mr. U.K. Rattay, a German producer, composer, rock musician, and improviser in Aachen, Germany. 

5. Ms. Theresa Sauer, a composer, musician, and author in New York. 

6. Mr. Stephen Matthews (University of Auckland), a composer, multi-media artist, lecturer and performer in Auckland, New 
Zealand. 

7. Mr. Andy Krikun (Bergen Community College), an American rock musician in New York. 

8. Ms. Kiki Keren-Huss (Musara School for New Music), an Israeli composer and musician in Jerusalem, Israel. 

9. Mr. Michael Cain (Brandon University), an American composer, musician, and improviser in Brandon, Manitoba, Canada. 

10. Ms. Keren Rosenbaum, an Israeli composer, musician, and improviser in New Jersey.

*Please note: the narrative text features a fictional account of real people who find themselves in desperate circumstances. Some 
language used by the characters might not be appropriate for all audiences.
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